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SKY guarantees
‘wow at saya’
SKY Cable Corporation, founded by Eugenio Lopez Jr. in 1990 during the heady post-Edsa days after ABS-CBN had been snugly resettled into the No. 1 position, is one of
the success stories of the Lopez Group.
Turn to page 6
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First Gen attributable
net income at $118.1M

FIRST Gen Corporation reported net income attributable
to equity holders of the parent
of $118.1 million for the year
ended December 31, 2013.
This was a 37.8%, or $71.7M,
decrease from the $189.8M
registered in 2012.
The reduction was mainly
due to the lower earnings
booked by Energy Development Corporation (EDC) as a
result of its unrealized foreign
exchange losses and the loss
on damaged assets resulting from typhoon Yolanda
(international name Haiyan).
Earnings were further reduced
by reduced sales from the
Wholesale Electricity Spot

Market and ancillary services
of First Gen Hydro Power
Corporation, and by a fire at
the main transformer of San
Lorenzo’s Unit 60, which has
a nameplate capacity of 250
megawatts (MW).
On a recurring basis, net
income attributable to the
parent was $154.6M, lower by
11.1% than the same period
last year due to the lower recurring income contribution of
FG Hydro and San Lorenzo.
This was partially offset by the
lower interest expense of the
group mainly due to prepayment of loans.
“Despite the difficulties in
2013, First Gen is optimistic

about its prospects for 2014.
We are currently in the middle
of construction for several
projects, which include the 87MW wind farm in Burgos, the
40-MW Nasulo geothermal
project and the 414-MW San
Gabriel natural gas project.
We also hope to include the
100-MW Avion natural gas
project to that list soon. Moreover, San Lorenzo’s Unit 60 is
back in commercial operation.
EDC has restored Unified
Leyte to its pre-Haiyan operating capacity, while BacMan
Unit 1 (along with Unit 3) is
already operating,” First Gen
president Francis Giles Puno
said.

EDC posts attributable
recurring net income of P6.6B
ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) announced
FY 2013 consolidated recurring net income attributable
to equity holders of the parent
of P6.6 billion, a 20% decrease
from the P8.2B posted in the
previous year mainly on account of lower energy sales by
EDC’s FG Hydro asset.
Consolidated
revenues
reached P25.7B in 2013, down
by P2.7B, or 10%, from the
P28.4B in 2012. The revenue
from FG Hydro dropped by
P2.2B and that booked from
Leyte by P0.6B.
Consolidated net income
attributable to equity holders
of the parent stood at P4.7B

in 2013, 46% lower as compared with P8.7B recorded in
2012. Principally contributing to the drop was a net loss
of P2.0B for nonrecurring
items in 2013, in contrast to
a P0.5B nonrecurring gain
for 2012. The nonrecurring
loss was primarily driven by
realignment losses from the
volatility in the peso-dollar exchange rate with the
P1.3B FX loss in 2013 as
compared to the P1.1B foreign exchange gain in 2012.
Another major nonrecurring
item for 2013 includes material damage sustained due to
typhoon Yolanda amounting
to P0.6B.

The company’s financial
position remained healthy
with strong cash levels. It
maintained a comfortable
gearing level with consolidated
net debt to equity of 1.17 to 1
and consolidated net debt to
EBITDA, or earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation
and amortization, of 2.72 to 1.
“2013 posed unprecedented
challenges to EDC. We, however, remained steadfast and
have exerted efforts to expedite
the energization of the Leyte
Plants. We remain on track to
have the last of the Leyte Plants
energized by about June 2014,”
EDC executive vice president
Ernesto Pantangco said.

First Gen
among
Asia’s best
in investor
relations,
CSR

FIRST Gen Corporation
received two awards from
FinanceAsia’s 14th annual Best
Managed Companies survey.
First Gen placed among the
top companies in the investor
relations category, alongside
PLDT, Ayala Corporation,
Metro Pacific Investments,
Aboitiz
Equity
Ventures,
Aboitiz Power, Universal Robina, Ayala Land, SM Prime,
GT Capital and Security Bank.
The company also placed
seventh in the corporate social
responsibility category, up from
10th place in the 2013 survey.
The annual poll is conducted
among investors and analysts by
Hong Kong-based FinanceAsia
to determine the best-performing companies in the region.
The survey was carried out from
February-March 2014.

ABS-CBN
declares
cash
dividend

THE board of directors of
ABS-CBN approved on
March 27 the payment of a
cash dividend on common
shares. Common stockholders as of April 16, 2014 will
receive a P0.60 cash per
dividend share payable on
May 7, 2014.

Biz News

Rockwell
registers 25%
net income growth
STRONG sales from new and
existing projects, substantial
construction completion of
existing projects and a solid
recurring income from Power
Plant Mall and Rockwell
Business Center (RBC) have
contributed to Rockwell Land
Corporation’s net income after
tax of P1.4 billion in 2013, a
25% increase from last year’s
P1.1B.
Strong demand for the
first three Proscenium towers and sales of The Grove by
Rockwell in Pasig drove 2013’s
reservation sales of P12.6B.
The company’s 37% growth in
reservation sales was also fueled by the nearly 100% sales
take-up of the 205 Santolan,
the Edades Tower and Garden
Villas, and the Alvendia projects.
The company’s total revenues grew by 14% to P7.8B
with residential development
contributing P6.8B, representing 87% of total revenues.
Residential development’s 16%
year- on-year growth can be
attributed mainly to increased
completion of The Grove and
205 Santolan and from the
higher booking of sales for The

Proscenium towers. Revenue
from the company’s commercial business, consisting of
retail leasing, office leasing
and cinema operations, was
at P1.0B, a 5% increase from
2012.
The company’s total EBITDA (earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortization) for 2013 was P2.6B,
68% of which came from residential development and 32%
from commercial leasing.
The 23% growth in EBITDA was driven primarily by
the increased contribution
of Residential Development
due to higher sales and construction accomplishment of
205 Santolan and The Grove.
EBITDA from the company’s
recurring income business
grew to P831 million coming
from increases in rental rates,
improved retail mix in Power
Plant Mall and an increase in
RBC’s occupancy of 99% from
last year’s 97%.
The company spent P7.9B
for capital expenditures in
2013. This includes capex for
its new office projects, RBC
Tower 3 and Lopez Tower.
(Nicole Reyes)

Save the date

May 6: EDC annual meeting, Rockwell Tent, 10am
May 12: First Gen annual meeting, Rockwell Tent, 10am
May 14: ABS-CBN annual meeting, Dolphy Theater, 8am
May 26: FPH annual meeting, Rockwell Tent, 10am
May 27: Meralco annual meeting, Meralco Theater, 10am
May 28: Rockwell Land annual meeting, Rockwell Center,
10am
June 16: Lopez Holdings annual meeting, Dolphy Theater, 8am

LEEP training

FPIP invests in education
FIRST Philippine Industrial Park (FPIP) Inc. recently
hosted a Learning Effectively
through Enhanced Pedagogies
(LEEP) training for public
elementary schools in its host
communities.
Held in SanTomas Suites
within FPIP, the training was
conducted in partnership with
Knowledge Channel Foundation Inc. (KCFI) and aimed
specifically to help attendees
in effectively adopting and
implementing the K+12 curriculum.

LEEP endeavors to train
teachers and school heads to
create and conduct studentcentered learning environments, made more fun and relevant by familiarizing teachers
with enhanced pedagogies and
with the use of K Channel’s
video and interactive materials.
The training was facilitated
by Knowledge Channel consultant Dr. Fe Hidalgo, who
was assisted by Sheryl Gayol,
Dolores Andres and Joyce
Tee. FPIP’s Community Re-

lations officer, Marco Amurao, helped ensure that all the
needs of the training were
provided.
A lecture-demonstration of
the application of the strategies learned was conducted by
the participating teachers with
40 Grade 2 students of Sta.
Anastacia Elementary School
who were brought to the training venue.
Education experts Dr. Josilyn Solana and Dr. Cecille
Carandang commented on
the lecture-demos and relayed

Biz News

Dispatch from Japan

Ambassador’s official residence
now a PH historical landmark

Ambassador Manuel M. Lopez and NHCP chair Dr. Serena
Diokno (2nd and 3rd from left) unveil the historical marker at the
property’s entrance, assisted by (l-r) Philippine-Japan Society
president Francis Laurel, former Ambassador Jose Macario Laurel
IV and Dr. Ambeth Ocampo

THE official residence of
the Philippine ambassador
became the latest addition
to the national registry of
Philippine historic sites and
structures with the unveiling
of a marker at the property in
Tokyo.
Ambassador
Manuel
M. Lopez (AMML) and
National Historical Commission of the Philippines
(NHCP) chair Dr. Maria
Serena Diokno presided over
the ceremony, which was
witnessed by officials of the
Philippine Embassy and the
Japanese Foreign Ministry
and other guests.
“This is a historic and momentous occasion that honors
the history and national patrimony of the Philippines,”
said AMML during the rites
as he thanked the NHCP,
Department of Foreign Affairs, Department of Finance,
the Laurel family, former
Sen. Aquilino Pimentel Jr.,
the Philippine Ambassadors
Foundation Inc. and other
concerned citizens who opposed previous attempts to

Envoys at
the Foodex

FPIP partnered with Knowledge Channel Foundation Inc. in organizing the LEEP training for the schools in its
communities in Batangas

their appreciation to FPIP
for undertaking initiatives to
complement the existing education system.

The activity culminated
with the turnover of portable hard drives containing
K Channel videos, question-

naires and other relevant literature that can be used in
the classroom. (Marco Amurao)
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dispose of and privatize the
property.
“Kudan is the crown jewel
of the Philippine foreign service, and we should preserve
this important part of our
diplomatic legacy and heritage,” AMML noted.
Kudan, as the residence is
also referred to on account of
its location near the Kudanzaka hilltop, is the first and
so far only officially-designated Philippine national
historical landmark outside
of the country.
The residence was built in
1934 by the family of businessman Zenjiro Yasuda, the
great-grandfather of artist
Yoko Ono. In March 1944,
then President Jose P. Laurel
purchased the property for
the Philippine government.
In succeeding years, Kudan became both the official
home in Tokyo of Philippine
ambassadors to Japan and a
central venue for the conduct
of Philippine diplomacy
and cultural promotion.
(Excerpted from http://tokyo.
philembassy.net)

AMML chats with
US ambassador
to Japan Caroline
Kennedy during a
break at the opening
of the recent 39th
International Food
and Beverage
Exhibition (Foodex)
in Makuhari
Messe, Chiba.
Hosted by the
Japan Management Association and other organizations, the annual
Foodex is considered the biggest food and beverage expo in Asia.
Some 73,000 buyers were expected to attend this year’s show, which
gathered almost 3,000 exhibitors from 78 countries and regions.



Rockwell Primaries’ 53 Benitez,
Proscenium’s Kirov unveiled

ROCKWELL
Primaries’
first development, 53 Benitez,
offers homes that let modern
Filipino families enjoy the airy
and free feeling of space.
Located in New Manila, 53
Benitez is a two-building, midrise, low- density development.
The close-knit community offers quality living spaces which
echo the exclusive Rockwell
touch at friendlier prices.
53 Benitez’s two- and
three-bedroom units, ranging
from 69 to 101 square meters,
include the actual living area,
balcony and drying cage.
Each floor of 53 Benitez
features the project’s hallmark
floating corridors around a
central atrium for natural ventilation and lighting as well as
increased privacy, traversed by
bridgeways that are shared by
only two units.
The community is surrounded by lush landscaping
and pocket gardens. A twostory clubhouse with swimming pools, a convenience
store, water station, laundry

service and reliable security
make 53 Benitez an idyllic retreat.

Artful living at the Kirov

Meanwhile, the possibilities of artful living come to life
at the interiors of the Kirov,
one of the Proscenium’s residential towers.
The Proscenium, a masterpiece by “starchitect” Carlos
Ott which will soon rise within
the Rockwell Center, will harmonize exclusive residences,
unique retail concepts and an
art hub.
The Kirov exudes refinement and elegance that
embodies the lifestyle of the
Proscenium resident. Classic pieces and luxe materials
abound in this generous space,
highlighted by full-height balcony windows.
Three spacious bedrooms,
each adorned with unique accents and distinct colors, reflect
different personalities for each
occupant of the Kirov. Delicate
and ornate patterns on linen,
furniture and walls provide ex-

53 Benitez by Rockwell Primaries in New Manila

quisite details, while premium
finishes provide a lavish feel
that reflects sophisticated living at the Proscenium.
The Kirov’s interiors provide a glimpse of the exceptional lifestyle that will soon
take place at this new icon on
the city skyline.
53 Benitez by Rockwell Primaries will have an open house
on April 5, from 10 a.m. to 6

p.m., at the Grove Information
Center along C5, near Ortigas.
Special discounts and exciting
travel getaways will be available
to those who will purchase a 53
Benitez unit from March 15April 30, 2014.
To learn more about the Proscenium, visit the Kirov model
unit beside the Rockwell Tent,
Rockwell Center or call 7930088.

AMML to keynote accountants’ int’l confab The Philippine Institute of Certified Public Accountants (PICPA) recently paid

a courtesy call on Ambassador Manuel M. Lopez (center) to invite him to be the guest of honor and keynote address speaker at its upcoming 11th
International Conference in Tokyo on May 22-25. The Lopez Group Comptrollers’ Circle joined the PICPA executives on the courtesy call on the chairman
of the Lopez Group. Photo shows AMML with (l-r) Fanny Madraga (PICPA), Marvi Marcelino (Lopez Holdings), Vicky Martinez (First Philippine Holdings and
PICPA Eastern Metro Manila president), Noemi Villaruz (PICPA cochair, Japan International Conference), Violeta Josef (PICPA national president), Ruby
Seballe (PICPA Metro Manila chair), Mon Pagdagdagan (Lopez Group Comptrollers’ Circle head), Jingle Hernandez (Lopez Inc.), Michael Roxas (PICPA)
and Jei-Jei Gertes (Lopez Group and Japan International Conference Committee on Programs chair) (Jei-Jei Gertes)

Promos & offers

Pacquiao-Bradley 2 on
SKYcable for P999

Can Timothy Bradley defend his WBO welterweight
title against Manny Pacquiao? Catch their rematch at 8
a.m. on April 13, live and commercial-free on SKYcable
PAY-PER-VIEW. To subscribe for only P999, go to
www.mysky.com.ph/pacquiaobradley2 or call your local
SKYcable hotline: Metro Manila and Rizal, 381- 0000;
Cavite, 484-4701; Laguna, 534-2814 /(02) 520 -8560;
Bulacan, 693-5877; Cebu, 421-1818; Davao, 305- 5456;
Baguio, 442-4841; Iloilo, 300-1210; Bacolod, 432 -0051;
Dumaguete, 225-1010; and Gen. Santos, 301-3134.

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline
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couch potato treats

‘Listed’: Karen and
Walter’s new adventures

Join Karen Pamintuan
and Walter de Mesa as
they take on Manila’s
booming lifestyle scene
and embark on
more
daring
adventures in
“Listed.” Now
on its fourth
season, “Listed”
serves
up new segments
as
well as a more interactive “Bucket List.” Catch
all-new episodes of “Listed” every Tuesday at
9 p.m. on the Lifestyle Network (SkyCable
Channel 52).

ABS-CBN heats up summer
with new station ID
FILIPINOS can always make it
through calamities with a smile. This
is what ABS-CBN showcases in its
new summer station ID (SID).
Dubbed “PINASmile: Masayang
Muli ang Kwento ng Summer Natin,” the 2014 summer SID aims
to promote the Philippines as a
unique travel destination that takes
pride in the beauty of each region,
the country’s colorful culture and,
of course, the stories behind the
unique and infectious smiles of Pinoys.

‘TVP Kids’: Youngsters as
chair turners

“Filipinos will always choose to
smile amidst hardships; we find
happiness even in the small things.
We know how to be grateful and
remain positive. We believe in the
goodness of others. Indeed, despite the calamities that severely
damaged our country, the Filipino
optimism shines through,” said
ABS-CBN Creative Communications Management head Robert
Labayen,
who wrote
“PINASmile” with
Lloyd Oliver Corpuz,

Christer Salire, Revbrain Martin, Jill Cabradilla-Aspiras, Mark
Raywin Tome and Christine Daria
Estabillo.
“PINASmile,” interpreted by
Kathryn Bernardo and Daniel
Padilla, brings out the raw and
authentic happiness from simple
Pinoys.
Kapamilya stars and news personalities were tasked to be smile
seekers and went to different parts
of the country to immortalize

The search for the next singing superstar is back
as “The Voice of the Philippines” returns to ABSCBN this summer! With Luis Manzano and
Alex Gonzaga as hosts, “The Voice Kids” will
feature children aged eight to 14 years old with
the best singing voices. Sitting again as coaches
are Sarah Geronimo, Bamboo and Lea Salonga.
Watch for “The Voice Kids,” airing soon on ABSCBN! (Kane Choa)

‘Meteor Garden’ lands on
two channels

ABS-CBN
and
Jeepney TV bring
the ultimate throwback on Philippine
TV as “Meteor
Garden” hits the
screen—on two
channels! The
rerun airs twice
on weekdays
as ABS-CBN
celebrates more than 10 years of airing “Asianovelas” on Philippine TV. Don’t miss “Meteor
Garden” on ABS-CBN, 3:15 p.m. after “Moon of
Desire,” and on Jeepney TV (SKYcable Channel
52) at 8 p.m.

Meg gets her big break

Meg Imperial’s time to take the spotlight has
come. This summer, she takes the lead in ABSCBN’s sexiest afternoon series, “Moon of Desire.”
Joining her to further heat up this new offering
are JC de Vera, Dominic Roque and Miko Raval.
Meg has previously appeared in “Be Careful with
My Heart,” “ASAP,” “It’s Showtime,” “MMK” and
“Galema: Anak ni Zuma.” Watch
for her in “Moon
of
Desire”
on
ABSCBN ’s
Kapamilya Gold!

Vhong makes grand
big-screen comeback
STAR Cinema continues its 20th
anniversary celebration with the
most out-of-this-world comedy
movie of the summer as Vhong
Navarro makes a grand comeback
to the silver screen in “Da Possessed.”
Written by Athena AringoTengco, Ays de Guzman and Antoinette Jadaone and directed by
Joyce Bernal, “Da Possessed” is a
joint project of Star Cinema and
Regal Films.
“Da Possessed” tells the story of
a simpleton named Ramon who
ventures into landscape art. He

falls for his sexy boss but conflict
begins when spirits possess his
body, igniting a series of riotous
events.
Vhong previously starred in Star
Cinema’s “Mr. Suave” (2003), “D’
Anothers” (2005) and “Agent X44”
(2007), all directed by Bernal,
to name a few.
Also starring in “Da Possessed” are Solenn Heussaff,
John Lapus, Empoy Marquez, Smokey Manaloto,
Beverly Salviejo, Lito Pimentel, Joy Viado, Matet
de Leon, Aaliyah Belmoro

and Joey Marquez.
“Da Possessed”
hits cinemas nationwide starti n g
April
19.

ABS-CBN Philharmonic Orchestra’s Spotlight Series

Revel in the hits of ‘Mr. C’ on May 3
REVISIT the timeless hits of
one of the icons of Filipino music as the ABS-CBN Philharmonic Orchestra (ABS-CBN
P.O.) unveils its Spotlight Series
with “The Music of Ryan Cayabyab” at the CCP’s Tanghalang
Nicanor Abelardo Theater on
May 3.

“The Music of Ryan Cayabyab” will showcases the maestro’s
well-loved hits interpreted by
the ABS-CBN P.O., along with
a 60-piece choir and some of the
country’s distinguished musical
performers.
The show is the first of many
as the ABS-CBN P.O. launches

its signature brand, Spotlight
Series, a chain of concerts that
will feature masterpieces from
world-renowned
composers,
performers and music masters.
For ticket inquiries, call Ticketworld at 891-9999 or contact Karlo Cea at 415-2272 loc.
2409.

Councils

First Balfour holds
live GA simulcast

these blissful moments with their
own cameras.
“Let’s make our summer story
worth smiling about again, and
show the world that the Philippines is one happy place worth
visiting and coming back to,” said
Labayen.

Daniel
ready
to rock
in ‘DOS’

DANIEL Padilla celebrates
his 19th birthday with a major
concert titled “DOS: The Daniel
Padilla Birthday Concert at the
Big Dome.”
After his sold-out “Daniel
Live!” debut concert last year,
the release of his “DJP” sophomore album and due to insistent public demand, Daniel will
finally return to the Smart Araneta Coliseum on April 30.
Joining Daniel are OPM rock
icon Rico Blanco, actor-singer
Khalil Ramos, Daniel’s band
Parking 5, and the Reo Brothers, a band composed of siblings
from Tacloban who survived the
wrath of typhoon Yolanda.
Daniel, who will celebrate his
actual birthday on April 26, will
also have performances with
Kathryn Bernardo and other
surprise guests.
Produced by ABS-CBN Integrated Events and Star Events,
the ticket prices of “DOS: The
Daniel Padilla Birthday Concert
at the Big Dome” are as follows:
P3,710 for mosh pit; P3,180
for VIP; P2,970 for Patron A;
P1,275 for Patron B; P745 for
lower box; P530 for upper box;
and P265 for general admission.
Get your tickets at the Smart
Araneta Coliseum office and
Ticketnet outlets nationwide.
Ticket buyers may also call the
Ticketnet hotline 911-5555 or
visit ticketnet.com.ph.

First Balfour president Anthony Fernandez (front) delivers his opening
remarks from Dumaguete

NEARLY 200 people attended
First Balfour’s first employee
general assembly (GA) for the
year held at its corporate head
office in Parañaque.
For the first time in the company’s 45-year history, updates
and developments were delivered
via a live simulcast from Dumaguete City. In the past, only employees from the main office and
nearby projects were able attend
this gathering held every quarter.
The welcome remarks of First
Balfour president and COO Anthony Fernandez and the plans
of the Geothermal Projects Division through senior vice president Alberto Ignacio Jr. were
conveyed live from the Negros
Oriental capital through a video
feed using Google Hangouts.
“Preparations for the GA coincided with the rollout of our
move to Google Apps for Business. …We showcased the usability of its instant messaging
and video chat platform called

Google Hangouts,” shared ICT
senior manager Neil Sia.
As First Balfour projects are
now spread across the entire Philippines and its employee population has doubled in size, employee connectivity and engagement
proved to be a challenge.
“We wanted our employees
to feel they are a part of the First
Balfour family and strengthen
the sense of community even if
they are assigned far from Manila. Doing so meant providing our people with the most
accessible workplace tools for
communication and collaboration...,” stated Human Resources vice president Caloy Salonga.
Project-based
employees
viewed and listened to the proceedings from a venue with a
strong Internet connection. In
the future, First Balfour project
teams will present updates and
have several projects connected
simultaneously from several
sites. (Dolly Pasia)

Free nomination clinics this month!

Nomination for LAA’s
2013 cycle begins
LAUNCHED in 2002,
the Lopez Achievement
Awards
(LAA) has been instrumental in recognizing outstanding
team and individual
achievements in the Lopez Group. To date, the LAA
has already been conferred on 77
teams and three individuals.
For this cycle, the achievement must have been completed in 2013.
An achievement may be
nominated in one or more
award categories, namely Customer Focus, Business Management, Operations Management, Human Resource Focus,
Corporate Image-building, and
Public Responsibility.
Deadline of submission is on
April 30, 2014 at 12 noon.

Get a nomination form from
your HR Department or request
from the program
management at
lopezachievementawards@gmail.com
or ARAgaton@fphc.com
The LAA project management will conduct free nomination clinics on April 2 and
7, 8:30 a.m., at the FPH 4/F
boardroom. The clinics aim to
guide the nominees in coming up with well-written entries and understand the basic
guidelines and best practices
in filling up the nomination
forms.
For more info, call Amy
dela Rea-Agaton at tel. nos.
449-6032, 449-6082 or 09175561684. (Amy dela Rea-Agaton)
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Biz Excellence

LAA winner for Public Responsibility

BMPM: Tayo Na!—‘Done
by many, hard to copy’

Tayo Na!: Citizen Journalism
Zooms Past Reportage to Build
Dynamic Advocacies and Foster
Climate of Civic Responsibility
was one of the winners in the 2012
cycle of the Lopez Achievement
Awards. The 10-person BMPM
team held 48 events in 2012, including 22 Halalan forums, and
produced news packages and live
reports on the said events without
abandoning its core task of helping
the news desk with breaking news.
All LAA winners were selected
based on the following criteria:
the achievement must have demonstrated the Lopez Group core
values, 40%; must have significant
contribution to the organization’s
results, 40%; and must be exceptional in nature, 20%.
BAYAN Mo, iPatrol Mo
(BMPM), the citizen journalism arm of ABS-CBN, generated 155 stories that were aired
on the network’s programs
in 2012; in 2013, they upped
the count to 171 stories. The
reports dealt with a spectrum
of issues, including schools in

need of repair, individuals requiring medical assistance and
negligent government officials.
According to Miguel Lim,
BMPM segment producer,
prior to airing, the contributions of Bayan Patrollers are
meticulously vetted and monitored. Those who can, attend
the citizen journalism trainings and workshops which the
BMPM team regularly conducts all over the country as it
pushes for ethical journalism
and social media use.
There were about 745,000
Bayan Patrollers by the end of
2013, including those based
abroad; this number is expected to swell to one million by
May 2014.
Pamela Munji, chief aggregator of BMPM, says government agencies work with
citizen journalists in resolving
problems brought before them
through BMPM.
“There is cooperation
among citizens and government. What’s good

about BMPM is that we don’t
just report the problem, we
also look for solutions,” Munji
notes.
“Maraming gumagawa, mahirap gayahin” (“Done by many,
difficult to copy”) was how
BMPM head Rowena Paraan
described the movement during
the first LAA Winners’ Summit
held in January 2014. The secret
is that BMPM is a “genuine
service to the Filipino people.”
Proof of ABS-CBN’s commitment is the generous airtime it devotes to barangay
concerns such as those turned
in by Bayan Patrollers, Paraan
had pointed out.
BMPM
in
turn has helped
develop a citizenry that is
aware, engaged and
actively

involved in finding solutions to
their community’s problems.
Munji says Filipinos’ response to BMPM is proof that
they want to see changes in
the system.
“You can see their desire for
change. They love their country…and they want to be part
of this change,” Munji said.
BMPM was introduced
as Boto Mo, iPatrol Mo: Ako
ang Simula during the run-up
to the 2007 general elections.
It became Bayan Mo, iPatrol
Mo: Ako ang Simula in 2010
and Bayan Mo, iPatrol Mo:
Tayo Na! in 2013.

“Ano’ng Kwento ng Graduation Mo?” winner

‘Second life’ means being present at son’s graduation
DIMPY Jazmines thought
he wasn’t going to live to
see his only child’s grade
school graduation after
suffering a heart attack
in February. Only six
years earlier, Bayan’s
employer brand consultant said, he and his
wife watched proudly
as DJ marched in his
first graduation, from
preschool.

Underestimated Episode 3

With his new lease on life,
Jazmines, 41, has become
grateful for each day, as it is
another day for him to enjoy
in the company of his family.
He is especially looking forward to a major event in April:
“Isa sa mga magiging araw na
ito, na alam kong nabuhay ako
para aking mapuntahan, ay
ang darating na graduation
mula sa grade school ng aking anak. Alam ko na isa itong

magiging masayang araw para sa
akin, para sa aking anak at sa aking pamilya, at ang bawat segundo
nito ay aking pangangahalagahan
at lulubusin,” Jazmines wrote in
his Facebook post.
For his eye-opening graduation
kwento, Jazmines wins LopezLink’s
“Ano’ng Kwento ng Graduation
Mo?” contest. Along with his family, he will get to indulge in a special
graduation treat courtesy of Power
Plant Mall. Congratulations!

To read more, visit http://lopezsummit.com.

To be continued...
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L-R: Employees share their
stories during the “Wow at
Saya” sessions; The Sales
Team having a blast at
the sales rally; CEO Carlo
L. Katigbak during the
Employees’ Day celebration;
Posing for a group picture
during Employees’ Day;
Part of the SKY team that
brought “Wow at Saya” to
Tacloban after typhoon
Yolanda; The Marketing and
Sales heads show some
rah-rah spirit for the Sales
agents

SKY...

from page 1

A little over two decades of
commercial operations saw SKY
going from innovation to innovation. Not only was it considered
the country’s first commercial
cable TV company—it was also
the first Philippine provider to offer prepaid cable TV services and
the first to go the digital route.
Now, the company delivers
the wows and dispenses saya with

By Carla Paras-Sison

its 191 channels, customizable
plans and premium Pay-PerView and Free View offerings.
In short, it’s all about providing digital cable TV the way
consumers want it.

Leveling up for the
customer

SKYcable has made great
strides in the past couple of
years, with much more robust
offerings in terms of its channel
lineup as well as its Pay-PerView and Free View offerings.

Its roster of channels has
risen to 191, 46 of which are
high-definition (HD) channels. HD television, at 720p to
1080i and higher, offers clearer
and more detailed images
compared to standard-definition (SD) television’s 480i.
(The numbers refer to the “active lines of information” that
are filled with frames of video,
while “p” and “i” stand for progressive and interlaced, the
manner in which these lines

are loaded.) Due to its much
higher resolution, HD viewing
is comparable to watching a
movie inside the theater. This
was followed by the introduction of the Dual Def plans that
combine SD channels with
HD channels. There are currently four such packages on
offer: Dual Def 499 with seven
HD channels; Dual Def 999
with 14 HD channels; and the
Dual Def Titanium HD 30
and Dual Def Titanium HD

Standing, l-r: Roderick Liwanag, Business Development; Jude Pambid, Provincial Business Unit A; Edgardo Patron, Consumer Sales; Joevel
Rivera, Research and Product Development; Carlo L. Katigbak, president and CEO; Rodrigo P. Montinola, chief operating officer; Alan Supnet,
Marketing; Raymundo Bulos, Corporate Quality and Systems Improvement; Paul Abastillas, HR Systems and Services; and Solito Mapolon,
Engineering. Seated, l-r: Efren Arayata Jr., Corporate/Commercial Sales (SKY) and general manager (Destiny); Luzviminda Morales, HR Account
Management, Organization Development and Learning, and Talent Management; Leonor Namoc, Customer Care; Eloisa Balmoris, chief finance
officer; Claudia Suarez, Programming and Special Projects; Gladys Lumbuan, IT & T; and Ma. Zenaida Dalmacio, Provincial Business Unit B. Not in
photo: Laurencio Ibalio, Logistic and Supplier Management; and James Dumlao, Programming

SKY received its registration
from the Securities and Exchange Commission in 1990
to become the country’s first
commercial cable TV company. Here are some of SKY’s
notable successes in the second half of its corporate life.

2011

SKY launches SKYcable 499,
the most popular subscription plan to date with its
strong movie channel lineup
at an affordable price
Pioneers the iRecord
personal video recorder that
allows subscribers to pause,



record and rewind their favorite shows
Digital cable TV rollout
in Cavite, Laguna and Bulacan
HD channels are introduced to Cebu and Davao,
while SKYcable 399, a unique
plan created for the regional
areas, is launched
Launch of the first wired
residential consumable plan
at 5Mbps for as low as P999
Expands the personal
concierge program to include
entry-level SKYbroadband
plan subscribers
Expands the coverage of
Ultra High Speed Broadband
(UHSB) to more areas
Launches SKYbroadband
in Davao, Baguio and Dumaguete

2012

SKYcable expands its digital
cable TV services, including
HD, to Baguio, Iloilo and
Bacolod
Initiates high-definition,
category-based Select subscription plans like Sports
Pack and Movie Pack to cater
to different viewing tastes
Rolls out genre-based
digital lineups in regional
areas, making channel surfing
more convenient
Includes Destiny Cable
in its portfolio of cable TV
plans
Launches the SKYbroadband 10Mbps advantage plan,
the first and only consumable
plan that offers 10X faster
Internet speed for as low as
P1,299 in Metro Manila,

Cavite, Laguna, Cebu, Davao,
Dumaguete and Baguio
SKYbroadband introduces
the 200Mbps Ultra High Speed
plan, the fastest wired residential Internet in the country
Introduces another first in
the Philippines: TechXperts,
a specialized, highly-trained
crew that completes home
Internet setups ranging from
modem configuration to extensive cabling work
Launches the SKYbroadband flexible gift check in
Mega Manila, Cebu, Davao,
Baguio and Dumaguete
which allows customers to
choose their acquisition discounts or freebies

2013

Launches SKYcable Dual Def
that combines standard-defini-

40 with 30 and 40 HD channels, respectively.
“We felt it was a good idea to
introduce plans that meshed SD
and HD channels as subscribers
were given the easy access to appreciate the unparalleled viewing quality offered by the latter.
We’re happy to say that more
and more people are now able to
experience HD,” says SKYcable
marketing head Alan Supnet.
Within a little over a year,
SKYcable was able to grow
its HD subscribers to about
65,000, adds Supnet.
SKYcable kicked off 2014
with another breakthrough effort:
airing regional festivals live—and
commercial free—starting with
Cebu’s Sinulog, followed by
Iloilo’s Dinagyang and recently,
Baguio’s Panagbenga.
“It used to be that only those
living in the provinces could
watch Sinulog and all these
other festivals. We showed
them live and via HD feed
on a national scale. SKYcable
customers were very appreciative since they were not aired
anywhere else,” Supnet says.
“There is much local content
out there that we’d like to put
on Free View,” agrees programming head James Dumlao. “Not
everyone can travel to where
the festivals are, but if we make
them available in the homes,

then that makes them interesting to a lot more people.”
Pay-Per-View, long the domain of boxing, UFC and other
sporting events, has branched
out into broadcasting concerts,
movies and music festivals in a
bid to lure the lucrative youngadult market. Recent SKYcable
PPV events include the concerts of Vice Ganda, Daniel
Padilla and Enrique Gil as well
as the Himig Handog songwriting tilt.
SKYcable remains at the
top of the heap when it comes
to the breadth of its channel
lineup. Coupled with the Select
a la carte service which allows
its subscribers to add channels
and packs on top of their basic
plan, customers are guaranteed
a subscription package that
features the channels that they
and their family actually want
or watch.
SKYcable is also the pioneering and only provider of
the iRecord personal video
service, which gives subscribers
the power to enjoy the most in
life by enabling them to pause,
record and rewind live TV.

tion and high-definition channels at affordable price points
Strengthens
Pay-PerView offerings from sports
and movies to live concerts of
Daniel Padilla, Vice Ganda
and Sagip Kapamilya
The company expands its
digital cable services to General Santos and Dumaguete
Introduces digital cable
TV to Destiny
Launches more standard and HD channels to
strengthen its position in the
industry with the most number of channels and widest
variety in programming
Launches the first 10Mbps
consumable+unlimited Internet plan in Metro Manila,
Cavite, Laguna, Cebu, Dumaguete, Davao and Baguio. This

is the first Internet plan in the
country that comprehensively
satisfies customers’ need for
faster speed and unlimited Internet experience at a P1,000price level.

Viewing on the go

Starting this March, SKYcable delights subscribers with
yet another treat—the broadband streaming service HBO
GO which showcases the wide

Launches the 200Mbps
UHSB plans in Laguna and
Dumaguete
Kicks off the SKYbroadband
personal concierge program in
Baguio, Cebu and Davao
To read the complete SKYcable milestones, go to http://lopezlink.ph/

library of blockbuster TV series
such as “Game of Thrones,” “Girls”
and “Veep,” among others.
HBO GO, which is exclusively available to SKYcable
customers, is free for subscribers
with HBO Pak. It is also available either for free or at only
P99 a month for SKYcable subscribers with an HBO channel
and a SKYbroadband plan.
With HBO GO, users will
get unlimited access to over
1,000 hours of HBO original
TV series, movies, documentaries and even behind-the-scenes
content on their computers,
tablets and smartphones—anytime, anywhere.
“The proposition of the
HBO Go platform is that programs are uncut and new shows
are available on HBO GO 12
hours after their US airing,” says
Dumlao of the groundbreaking
partnership with HBO.

Speed already a given

With speed seen to become
a basic requirement in the
broadband wars, SKY seeks to
distinguish itself from the pack
by replicating the SKYcable
experience on SKYbroadband.
“The focus will be on SKYcable’s proprietary channels and
the ABS-CBN connection. In
a nutshell, what SKYbroadband
will bring to the table is exclusive content on customers’ PCs
in the fastest way possible,”
Dumlao sums up.
“All providers will really
need to be able to provide the
fastest speed to their subscribers, coupled with stability and
consistency. That’s why fastest
online access to superior and
exclusive shows and programs
will truly play a major role in
our proposition for SKYbroadband,” states Supnet.
“Content is and will remain
one of our key strengths,”
stresses Dumlao.

Filled with ‘wow at saya’

Call it icing on the cake, but
signing up for SKYcable and
SKYbroadband promises to be a

“wow at saya”-filled experience in
view of the company’s renewed
emphasis on customer focus.
This, even as Supnet and
Dumlao promise more surprises for SKY subscribers in
the future.
“We’ll make it even more
exciting. The way to go is really
to be able to offer both cable and
broadband the way they, the customers, want it. They can expect
a lot more from SKY moving
forward, both in the broadband
and pay TV arenas,” says Supnet.
Adds Dumlao: “At the end of
the day, people subscribe to cable
TV because of the number of
channels that’s offered. We will
continue to give them the widest
choice as well as the content that
matters to them, content that
will be relevant not only to the
subscribers but also to the communities that we serve.”
For her part, AR Ticzon,
Organization
Development
and Learning senior manager
of SKY, affirms that the company aims to go beyond simply
providing or selling a service.
“We want to delight and
wow our customers and for us
to be able to do that, we continue to nurture a workforce
that is empowered to make the
customers happy, consistent
with our core values of customer
focus, accountability, results orientation, ownership, teamwork
and integrity,” Ticzon says.
With “wow at saya” enshrined as a way of life among
its employees, the company is
expected to emerge as top of
mind when it comes to customer service to the point that
subscribers will come to the
company even if their concern
is not related to any of SKY’s
own products and services.
“They will come to us because they have a relationship
with us and they’ve made SKY
so much a part of their families, thus ‘wow at saya para sa
kapamilya, in the service of the
Filipino,’” Ticzon says.

ELOISA Balmoris, chief finance officer (CFO) of Sky
Cable Corporation, did not
plan on being a certified public
accountant.
“Accounting was my dad’s
idea. I did not plan anything. I
simply wanted to be able to land
a job that could make me provide
a comfortable life for my parents.
So I just did what I had to do. I
did it with my whole heart, with
passion and with dedication.
And when my assigned tasks and
objectives got accomplished, I
was given bigger roles,” she says.
Balmoris was the nominee
of the Lorenzo Group, partners
of the Lopez Group in provincial cable provider Pilipino
Cable Corporation (PCC). By
agreement, the Lorenzo Group,
as minority shareholder, would
nominate the head of Finance.
She served as CFO of PCC
from 1999 to 2005, after which
on the invitation of SKY managing director Carlo L. Katigbak, she moved to SKY also to
head its Finance Division.
From a staff of 50 in PCC,
she now oversees the work of
100 people, including credit and
collections, on a national scale.

Consolidation

In 2008, the Lopez Group
bought out the Lorenzos’ stake
in PCC. Balmoris was appointed as the interim managing
director of PCC, concurrent
with her duties as SKY CFO,
to work on the consolidation of
PCC operations with SKY. It
took her team a year and half
to complete the project.
Balmoris does not fit the
stereotype of accountants as
bean counters.

“I supervise the closing of
the books. I understand the
numbers and what the numbers tell me. But if the books
are all that I will do, then I will
probably be bored with my job.
Accounting is not just about
numbers and spreadsheets,”
she says.
At her level of financial
work, Balmoris is very much
involved in all aspects of the
business, especially the strategic part.
“I am expected to help by
providing inputs as to how we
can move the company in the
right direction, and participate
actively in
the attainment of those
strategies. It
cannot just
be about reporting performance
after the
fact. I cannot just be
focused
on what
already
happened in the last month
or quarter or year. I will not be
very helpful to the company
that way,” Balmoris says.
Her challenge spans the
performance of the entire
company.

Unique services

“I definitely want to hit our
financial targets. But that goal
is not just Finance’s. It’s for
everybody. We are improving
year on year, but we can still do
better. We have unique services, such as Pay-Per-View, that
still have a lot of potential and

we want to speed
things up a bit to
make this a new
revenue stream for
us,” she says.
Balmoris believes that as long
as the various departments go for the
target and do a
good job, the
numbers
will
follow. But
first, SKY
needs to
under stand

its customers better, “know
what they want and how to
make them happy.” Internally,
they have efficiency measures
to make sure resources are
wisely used in aiming for the
company’s objectives.
“What I can say about my
colleagues here in SKY is that
we are really passionate about
what we do. That passion drives
us to work really hard and excel.”

‘Honesto all the time’

As CFO, integrity is her
most cherished value, not just

at work but also
on a personal
level.
“I have to
have integrity. It is my
team that
faces
the
banks,

the analysts. We have to be
Honesto every time, all the
time,” Balmoris says, referring
to the main character in ABSCBN’s top-rating primetime
program who cannot lie, say
a half-truth nor embellish the
truth.
Her message to LopezLink
readers: “Help us take SKY to
the next level. Give us your
honest feedback. Let us know
how we can make you happy
with our services. We are here
to deliver the very best experience to our customers.”

SKY delivers festivals straight to Filipinos’ homes nationwide
WITH 22 years in the business, thousands of subscribers over the years have made
SKYcable the No. 1 cable TV
service provider in the Philippines.
SKYcable has grown to
feature the best, most varied
and relevant cable TV programs with amazing valueadded services for the family’s
viewing enjoyment, including
some of the biggest festivals in
the country—Cebu’s Sinulog
and Baguio’s Panagbenga.
SKY has partnered with
various festival foundations in
the past decade and has been
covering some of the grandest
activities that happen during
these festivals and broadcasting these locally.
This year, for the first
time, SKY brought these lo-

cal festivals to the
homes of Filipino
families in key
cities nationwide.
Moreover,
this
is the first time
that the Sinulog
and Panagbenga
festivals
were
broadcast live in
full HD quality.
Coverage for
this year included

Sinulog in HD nationwide;
Dinagyang in SD nationwide;
and Panagbenga also in HD
nationwide.
Other festivals that had local coverage only included Gen.
Santos City’s Kalilangan and
Laoag City’s Pamulinawen.
Related activities included
booth setups in key areas all
over the city and the festival
locations; the SKY Life: Dance
Showdowns and Concerts
where the company brought
celebrities to celebrate the
festivals with the locals; and
Twitter and Instagram promos
where festival participants and
guests were invited to take a
photo and use SKY’s hashtag
to get a chance to win prizes.
The company also streamed
the festivities online on its
YouTube account.
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KCh launches LEEP
Singer donates P4M to program for educators
Count on Bruno Mars

young typhoon victims

BRUNO Mars showed his soft
spot for Filipino youth during
a recent visit to the country,
donating $100,000 (around P4
million) to the young victims
of typhoon Yolanda.

The award-winning singer/songwriter was in town for
the Manila leg of his Moonshine Jungle 2014 world tour.
He performed in a successful
one-night concert at the SM

Bruno Mars turns over his donation to Bantay Bata spokesperson Tina
Monzon Palma (rightmost). Also in photo are Bantay Bata board member
and ABS-CBN Integrated News and Current Affairs head Ging Reyes and
program director Dr. Luisa Puyat (1st and 2nd from left)

Mall of Asia Arena on March
22.
He personally turned over the
donation to Bantay Bata Foundation spokesperson Tina Monzon
Palma during a pre-concert press
conference at the Solaire Resort
and Casino in Parañaque.
Also at the event were Bantay Bata board member and
ABS-CBN Integrated News
and Current Affairs head Ging
Reyes and program director Dr.
Luisa Puyat.
Mars, whose late mother
Bernadette was from the Philippines, had also visited the
wards of Bantay Bata Foundation during his first visit to the
country in 2011. (Source: www.
abs-cbnnews.com)

KNOWLEDGE Channel, in
cooperation with the National
Educators Academy of the Philippines and the Department of
Education, has launched its new
training program for teachers
and principals called Learning
Effectively through Enhanced
Pedagogies (LEEP).
LEEP is K Channel’s response to the reforms in the
Philippine education system
particularly as it transitions to
the K+12 curriculum. It aims to
realize effective learning, where
learners are active participants
in their own learning and where
growth in learning is continuous.
LEEP, the brainchild of
consultant Dr. Fe Hidalgo,
reinforces the principals’ and
teachers’ knowledge of and
skills in learner-centered approaches in the classroom, such
as constructivism and critical
thinking, focusing on the effective learning of the students. It

The K Channel team with some of the teachers and principals who attended
the LEEP training in San Pablo Central Elementary School

also includes electives relevant
to learners’ specific needs, such
as disaster risk reduction and
management, peace education
and values development.
The LEEP team, with facilitators Dr. Hidalgo, Dr. Lolita Andrada and Cris Anthony
Gonzales, recently trained
46 teachers and 14 principals
from different schools in San
Pablo City. Dr. Hidalgo and
Dr. Andrada also conducted a
separate session with principals
on instructional leadership.
Dr. Hidalgo said these ap-

proaches may be used by principals in guiding the teachers in
their classroom activities, especially in relation to the approaches
discussed at the LEEP training.
She stressed that the LEEP
team came in a consultative way
and not to prescribe. “If you
think the practice will be good
for you, then use it,” she said.
LEEP has so far been
brought to more than 600
schools nationwide and received excellent feedback. (Bea
Oliveros)

EDC, partners plant new
BINHI area in NegOr
Workshop maps Yolanda
impact on PH mangroves
ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) has signed up
SPi Global Inc. and Balugo
Elementary School (BES) as
new BINHI Greening Legacy
partners in Negros Oriental.
Representatives from the two
organizations joined EDC officials in planting native BINHI
Tree for the Future seedlings
within BES recently. The activity
was done as part of SPi Global’s
annual global Corporate Social
Responsibility Day.
A BINHI Tree for the Future Partnership commitment

was signed by the parties to
define their respective roles in
ensuring that the trees will grow
and bear fruit. EDC provided
the seedlings and training while
the school provided the area
where they were planted. SPi
Global and BES also committed
to provide long-term protection,
monitoring and quarterly maintenance of their BINHI area.
Norreen Bautista, EDC
Community Partnerships chief
for Negros, said the joint project is unique in that will host
the most endangered among

3,000 native Philippine trees.
Among the 30 seedlings planted in BES were mangkono, almaciga, kalingag, betis, kalantas
and ipil, which are six of the 96
premium, indigenous species
prioritized by EDC.
BINHI Tree for the Future
is one of four modules under
EDC’s BINHI Greening
Legacy program that aims to
rescue and secure the gene pool
of premium, endangered Philippine tree species. EDC will
plant 1,000 hectares per year for
10 years under the program.

THE OML Center recently
joined the Mapping Yolanda’s
Impact on Philippine Mangroves: Impacts and Recovery
workshop organized by the
Zoological Society of London
and the University of the Philippines’ Institute of Environmental Science and Meteorology.
The workshop, which presented the latest findings from

research on the impacts of
Yolanda on mangrove forests
on the national and local scale,
gathered representatives from
key national and international
academic and research organizations, government agencies
and NGOs.
A report will be produced
from the workshop that will
contain available assessments
and data on the effects of

EDC, Chilean embassy continue to lift Leyteños’ spirits
AMBASSADOR
Roberto
Mayorga of Chile visited the
Leyte Schools for Excellence
(SFE) in Tongonan, Ormoc
City and Kananga to donate
4,000 books to be distributed
to the partner schools of Energy Development Corporation
(EDC) in the province.
The Chilean delegation
included the ambassador’s son
Roberto Jr. who formed youth
soccer teams in the area; Paulina Mayorga, spouse of Amb.
Mayorga who helped in distributing books; and dentists
who conducted a three-day
dental mission for the SFE
pupils.
The SFE is one of the
corporate social responsibil-

ity projects of EDC in Leyte.
It was established to improve
the access of children to basic
educational facilities and supplies; increase the number of
students finishing elementary education with improved
educational standards; enhance
the capability of public school
teachers to effectively deliver
educational programs; and
strengthen parents/community
involvement.
Aside from the SFE, EDC
is supporting 18 other schools
in Tongonan, Ormoc City and
Kananga.
Information provided by
EDC’s Community Partnerships Department in Leyte
enabled Chile to identify the

needs of their target beneficiaries and match them with the
embassy’s capabilities.
Manny Paete, vice president
of EDC’s Leyte Geothermal
Production Field, said: “When
typhoon Yolanda struck the
Philippines and devastated
much of Leyte, including
our EDC host communities,
many countries jumped to our
aid, among them Chile, led by
Amb. Roberto Mayorga.”
After typhoon Yolanda
damaged large areas in Eastern Visayas, including its host
communities in Leyte, EDC
has been engaged in extensive
relief and reconstruction efforts
for employees and community
residents. (Mary Anne Tejada)

Yolanda on mangrove forests;
action plan for rehabilitation
using standardized, sciencebased methods; management
information and guidance (e.g.
on priorities, challenges and
opportunities, methods) to decision-makers (e.g. DENR and
other government agencies),
donor organizations (e.g. Philippine Disaster Recovery Foundation, USAID) and NGOs in
the forefront of Yolanda recovery.
The two-day workshop
in UP Diliman was followed
by a field trip to Yolanda-affected areas in Leyte. (Perlyn
Pulhin)

Calendar

EDC officials and students from an EDC-supported school show off the books
brought by the Chilean delegation led by Amb. Roberto Mayorga

BAYAN Academy offers
the following certificate
training courses this month:
April 3-4: Sales Training
April 24-25: Whole Brain
Approach to Customer
Service
April 29-30: Creativity and
Innovation
For rates, call Carol
Arcaya at 426-3140. Bayan
Academy reserves the right to
change course dates.

Museum/Values
Ongoings

EXHIBITS

Paras-Perez
retrospective
opens April 8

ON his 80th
birth
anniversary, the
museum pays
homage to Dr.
Rod Paras-Perez
and his contributions to Philippine
art history and
criticism through the exhibit
Context: Rod Paras-Perez—Art
historian, critic, and writer.
Context will run from April
8 to May 10 and will feature the
late artist and author’s scholarly
writings and publications.
Dr. Paras-Perez obtained
his bachelor of fine arts degree
from the University of the
Philippines; PhD in art history
from Harvard University; and
MFA in painting and MA in art
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On the shelf
history from the University of
Minnesota. He has written art
books for the Eugenio Lopez
Foundation Inc., such as Sanso:
Art Quest between Two Worlds
(1988), Fernando Zobel (1990)
and Manansala Nudes (1989).
Aside from contributing to
local and foreign publications,
Dr. Paras-Perez was also an
award-winning artist and had
exhibited in Manila and abroad.

‘Complicated’
goes interactive

Check out the interactive portion of the museum’s ongoing
exhibit Complicated called “Curate Your Own Exhibit.” Visitors
may design a complementary
photo exhibit with a theme that
complements information, images and ideas presented by the
exhibit. They will select reproduced photos from the digital
archives and lay them out on the
wall. The museum will then take
a photo of them which will be
posted on its Facebook page.

Lopez Values in Action By Dulce Festin-Baybay

Complicated features guest
artists Mike Adrao, Leslie de
Chavez and Ea Torrado. The
exhibit will run until August 2,
2014. (Paolo Arago)

EVENTS

OFY in tribute
concert on
April 5

The museum pays tribute to
National Artist for Music
Lucio San Pedro on April 5,
2-4 p.m. The Orchestra of the
Filipino Youth Quorum and
its Prep Club will perform the
master’s enduring works, such
as “Sa Ugoy ng Duyan,” “Katutubong Awitin” and “Leron,
Leron Sinta.” There will also be
free guided tours of Complicated
every hour starting
at 12 noon. Ticket
costs P500 (P450
for students and
museum members)
and includes

the concert and admission to
Complicated.

Writer’s Right
forum on April 26

The Writer’s Right forum, a
collaboration with BLTX, will
discuss Filipino writers’ rights
with the aim of protecting and
improving their welfare. Registration fee is P120 (P100 for
students and museum members).

The Lopez Memorial Museum is
at the ground floor, Benpres Building, Exchange Road corner Meralco
Avenue, Pasig City. Museum days
and hours are Mondays to Saturdays, except holidays, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Avail of unlimited access to exhibitions and library resources by signing
up for the Lopez Museum membership program. Members can borrow
books from the lending section and
get discounts on lectures, workshops
and services for only P1,500.

A ‘Complicated’ tour for int’l research execs

Delegates and speakers of the Transpacific Engagements: Visual Culture of
Global Exchange (1781-1869) international conference recently visited the
museum to see the Complicated exhibit. The visitors, who were welcomed by
executive director Cedie Lopez Vargas, Education and Administration head Ethel
Villafranca (front row, 7th and 8th from left) and curator Ricky Francisco (back
row, leftmost), were led by Thomas Gaehtgens, director of the Getty Research
Institute in Los Angeles; Gerhard Wolf, director of the Kunsthistorisches Institut
in Florenz, Italy; and Ditas Samson, curator at Ayala Museum.



‘Philippine
Heritage
Architecture,’
by Maria
Cristina
Valera-Turalba

THE author,
an architect and
environmentalist,
presents
the beauty and
diversity
of
Philippine architecture in various points of history: vernacular, Spanish colonial period,
American colonial period and
mid-20th century. Six hundred
colored photos offer a vivid
depiction of the creativity of our
community and the richness
of our structures built over 500
years. (Christoph Doncillo)
Members can now borrow
Philippine Heritage Architecture
at the Lopez Museum Library.
Call Ethel or Paolo to inquire
about the membership program.

Anchor par excellence

Raine Musngi: Modern-day ‘vampire’ is a multitasker
HER typical workweek starts
on a Sunday night, also known
as the graveyard shift.
	Raine Musngi, supervising
producer and anchor, is the
leader of the “daylight-challenged and sleep-deprived” evening shift of ABS-CBN News
Channel (ANC).
“We have to be ahead of
everyone else,” says this mother
of two who is in her mid-30s.
“This allows us to present an
outlook, prepare for the business and workweek to come.”
For her, the workday starts
after dinner when she and her
team browse through their
emails and big news events of
the day. Afterwards, she comes
in for makeup and lines up the
stories from the newsroom of
Integrated News and Current
Affairs.
	Raine leads a multitasking
and what, to her, is a noble skeletal force of 15 people which
produce the top-of-the-hour
newscasts of ANC headlines,
from 11 p.m. to 4 a.m. Raine
can source, write and produce
her own material and along with
her team makes sure that ANC
is awake in the wee hours in
Manila and able to break news
24 hours a day, six of the seven
days a week, to the Philippines
and the rest of the world.
“We are primetime news
people for ANC on TFC
(The Filipino Channel) in the

Middle East, North America
and Europe,” says the eldest of
three children of ABS-CBN’s
former Manila Radio vice
president, Peter Musngi, now
retired.
The graveyard shift has
proven to be challenging for
Raine.

‘Understanding
superiors’

“It requires responsibility in
my relationships, discipline in
sleep and nutrition as well as
energy and schedule management,” she says. “It helps that
I have understanding superiors
who allow me a reasonable vacation time to catch the sun, so
to speak.”
What she enjoys during
her shift is the capability to experiment, to try firsthand many
production, sales and online
executions that they cannot do
during local daytime programming, like new segments during the show, posts online or
five-minute edit-downs of their
30-minute show as a video
podcast.
	As supervising producer,
Raine handles a challenging
shift of shows, audiences, staff
and business. While the foreign
market and local audiences
have different standards, she
has observed that their expectations are homogeneous, which
is to keep the news stories and
lineups short and significant,

straightforward and forwardlooking.

‘Accurate, balanced
news source’

“No fluff,” says Raine. “And
these suit my own personality just fine. It’s nice to receive
good feedback not just from
business leaders but also from
the overseas Filipino workers
whom we serve.
“We have always prided
ourselves on being the accurate
and balanced news source, as
well as the only channel that
can mount wall-to-wall coverage from start to finish. We are
the preferred and most trusted
local news source by government and business leaders as
well as diplomats and expats.
We have the regional and international resources that can
feed us firsthand information,”
proudly adds this journalism
graduate with an MBA who
has been with ABS-CBN a
total of 11 years.
Her being a true-blue
Atenean has shaped her to have
a heart for service, answering
the call to be a woman for others.
“The challenge upon graduation was to use one’s talents
and resources in a position
of influence to help the most
number of people. I think being
a journalist does just that.”
Prior to the network, Raine
was with McCann’s Business

Development and Account
Management groups and was
Corporate and Marketing
Communications manager for
Cinderella.

Her father’s daughter

One day, Peter told his
daughter that the then Sarimanok News Channel was holding
auditions for reporters and she
would do well as one.
“I tried to dissociate myself
from my dad who was then
already an ABS-CBN executive
by changing my name. But I got
the job anyway, and it’s been an
interesting ride ever since,” she
recalls.
“Masipag yan,” says Peter of
his eldest child. “She has a mind
of her own and is quite independent. I usually don’t call her
Raine, which she just invented.
I prefer to call her by her name,
Doreen. I am proud of her especially that she did not use me
to get into ABS-CBN. On the
other hand, I never asked anything for her,” says the “voice of
ABS-CBN.”
Raine also handles, with her
mother, the Musngis’ long-time
real estate business.
From Peter, Raine has
learned to prepare and anticipate, which has become
her guiding principle. She was
also taught to be diplomatic,
to save, to keep on learning
and to be an idea factory. All
of these were cues that she has

seen her father live out over
the years.
“People have told me of his
leadership and loyalty throughout his career, more than half his
life spent with his second family in ABS-CBN. We at home
have always been extremely
proud of him, and strove to support all his endeavors, as he had
been always propping us up and
inspiring us with his example.”
She also prefers to err on
the conservative side, to think
out of the box, to go above and
beyond and to live so that she
never regrets a thing.

Practicing excellence

For Raine, two Lopez values
define her as a Lopez “citizen”:
malasakit and business excellence.
To tell news stories well, she
makes it a point to be able to
see or sympathize with most
if not all stakeholders in an
issue. A story is not complete
unless it tells at least two
sides so she practices excellence by examining beyond
the surface and into the
human element and longterm effects of a news event.
Aside from this, and on a
daily basis, with her
team, she does a
postmortem of
how they told
the stories.
Did
they
give it the

right amount of importance?
Did they get the message across
to their target audience?
Raine is aware of the increased responsibility to make
sure she lives up to the high
expectations of the company
and the public.
“It is both a source of pride
for me and a humbling position
to be in.”
	Raine Musngi will be of
service to the journalism field
for as long as she is useful to her
audiences and it provides well
for her family. For her, the next
growth opportunities would be
regional or international functions, internal management
options, writing more online
or growing their family businesses.
But
for
now, she
is still
content
being
on the
“vampire”
time
shift.
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Walk the Talk goes to
‘Laging Handa’ country
By Gerbs De Castro

THE March edition of the
Walk the Talk (WTT) series
was greeted by a downpour.
Nonetheless, around 470 Lopez
Group employees, family members and friends were unfazed
by the rain and showcased their
grit in attending the event.
Sponsored
by
Energy
Development
Corporation
(EDC), the WTT was held at
the Makiling National Scout
Reservation in Los Baños, Laguna on March 22.
With Jaky Elazegui and
Mic Noriega of the Human
Resource Management Group
(HRMG) as emcees, the program proper started with Onel

Sports &
Wellness calendar

APRIL
5: PBA Run for a Cause,
3K/5K/10K/15K (SM
MOA, Pasay), 5am. Fee:
P550-P700. Contact Daryl,
0922-3423806
12: Pro Earth Run,
3K/5K/10K (BGC,
Taguig), 5:30am. Fee:
P500. Register at www.
earthdayphilippines.org
26: SKYathon Boracay
Beach Run, 5K/10K/Relay
(Guilly’s Island, Boracay),
5am. Fee: P600-P1,100.
Call 0915-7447505
27: NatGeo Earth Day
Run, 3K/5K/10K/21K/42K
(BGC, Taguig), 12am. Fee:
P550-P1,500. Register at
www.natgeorun.com

Clockwise from top: The participants cross the BSP arch; HR Council
head Cedie Lopez Vargas trudges on despite the rain; Emergency
Response team leader August Villalon; Emcees Jaky Elazegui and Mic
Noriega; Onel Luna leads the invocation; and EDC HRMG head Beth
Nasol delivers the welcome remarks

Luna, Employee Relations
manager, leading the invocation.
This was followed by the recitation of the Lopez Credo led by
Siony Cabungcal, a recipient
of a WTT Perfect Attendance
award last season.
Welcome remarks were
delivered by Beth Nasol, vice
president of HRMG, while the
environment, safety and health
reminders were discussed by
August Villalon, the leader of
the EDC Emergency Response
team.
Before conquering the
seven-kilometer route, the
Rockwell team called in Trini
Trinidad of Whiplash and
“Miss Saigon” fame and his gang
for the stretching and exercise
portion.

The activity, which started
at the open area of the Grand
Arena, became more energetic
when it rained. The participants,
with HR Council head Cedie
Lopez Vargas, entered the stage
and continued the routine.
Weather ain’t stopping the fun!
The walk proper began at
8 a.m. despite the drizzle and
slippery roads, exemplifying the
commitment of those who attended this wellness undertaking.
Arriving back at the Grand
Arena, the participants were
treated to packed meals of adobo
and bangus to cap the day.
The ABS-CBN, EDC and
SKY contingents made up 70%
of the total attendee population.

DZMM fun run for
education on May 4
DZMM
will
hold a fun run
called Tulong
Na, Tabang Na,
Tayo Na, Takbo
Na in Bonifacio
Global City on May 4.
The regular registration fee
is P630, but an early bird rate
of P550 will be offered to those
who register by April 4. The fee

comes with a race packet with a
race bib, a singlet and a finisher’s
kit with a cap and towelette.
The run aims to raise funds
for the scholarships of selected
incoming Grade 1 students from
Yolanda-hit areas in the Visayas
and other DZMM scholars.
To register, visit www.dzmm.
com.ph. For inquiries, call 4152272 locals 5603 and 5674.

Lifelong Wellness

5 eye problems to
avoid this summer

Interactive
Sudoku

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan ng bayan!
Ayusin lamang ang mga numero simula 1 hanggang 9 para
ang bawat numero ay minsan lang magagamit sa bawat row,
column at kahon.

By Charizze Henson and Audrey Trinidad
EYE problems are common
during the summer because of
the hot, dry weather and the
presence of allergens such as
pollen, dust and smoke. Below
are the five most common eye
problems:
Sore eyes or conjunctivitis.
This is characterized by red,
itchy eyes and a gritty sensation;
eye discharge may also lead to
crusting on the upper or lower
lashes. It can be contagious, so
steer clear of a person with sore
eyes and avoid contact with any
objects they’ve touched.
Surfer’s eye. Also known
as pterygium, it is an abnormal
growth of the part of the eye
that lines the eyelids and eye
surface. It is caused by sun damage and can be large enough to
cover vision. Avoid surfer’s eye
by wearing sunglasses with sufficient ultraviolet protection.
Styes. These are red, painful
lumps that form on the upper or

lower eyelid. Often filled with
pus, styes occur when the oily
secretions around the eye get
blocked in a sweat or oil gland.
Styes do not affect vision and
do not spread through contact.
Dry eye. A person with dry
eye experiences excessive tearing, irritation, redness and a dry,
gritty sensation. This condition
is caused by dry weather, making it difficult for the body to
keep the eyes sufficiently moist.
Eye allergies. Allergies can
be a reaction to pollen, dust,
wind and air pollutants. Try to
avoid allergens or use antiallergy medication when exposed
to them.
Asian Eye Institute’s cornea
and external disease specialist
Dr. Sharlene Noguera says: “To
prevent eye problems, always
wash your hands, stay away
from irritants, keep yourself
hydrated and, most importantly,
maintain proper eye hygiene.

“If your eyes get infected,”
she advises, “immediately consult your eye doctor. While
home remedies like warm compresses can provide temporary
relief, it is better to find out what
is causing your eye discomfort.”
Call Asian Eye for a checkup
today! Kapamilya discounts apply: 50% off on comprehensive
eye exams and 25% off on diagnostic examinations, treatments
and surgeries. For more info,
call 898-2020.

From ‘Biggest Loser Pinoy Edition’ coach Jim Saret

4-minute workout at
4pm @ Lopez Holdings
EVERY day at 4 p.m., the
employees of Lopez Holdings
converge in one of the Benpres Building boardrooms.
It’s time for the four-minute
workout!
Created by fitness coach Jim
Saret of “Biggest Loser Philippine
Edition,” the four-minute total
body workout consisting of four
exercises can easily be done anytime, anywhere.
No time to go to gym? Do the
exercise before you go home from
the office. No attire? Do this in
your office wear. No time? If you
can’t give four minutes of your day
for this, you really don’t want to
exercise.
In an interview on ANC’s
“Headstart,” Saret claimed that
the four-minute workout can
burn as much as 600 calories. By
comparison, running for an hour
will make you lose around 150
calories.
Here’s how it’s done: Set
your timer to four minutes. Do
10 jumping jacks followed by 10
squats, 10 push-ups and 10 lunges

Carla Paras-Sison, Ea Alarcio and Hermes
Miranda are among the Lopez Holdings
employees who practice the ‘4 o’clock habit’

per leg. Repeat until the end of
four minutes.
Following Saret’s advice,
people who are fit can finish the
exercise in one minute; if this
happens, they must repeat the
whole thing until the four minutes are over.
Carla Paras-Sison, who has
led the 4 p.m. workout at Lopez Holdings since March 3,
said, “For the four minutes we
spend on it, we end the week
having exercised for 20 minutes,
compared to zero minutes in
previous weeks. If this becomes

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

a habit, then we could still become healthy and fit, investing
only the little time we can spare
and nothing for gym wear and
equipment.”
People with heart ailments
must refrain from doing the
full workout as the heart will be
pumping really fast. Eat merienda
at no later than 2 p.m.—or two
hours prior—if you want to do
the workout at 4 p.m. Lastly, do
this workout for four minutes
only. You can return to work immediately afterwards—just drink
water.






Very Easy
Easy
Medium
Hard

Answer to March 2014 puzzle
Solution, tips and
computer program
available at
www.sudoku.com

Eats
IN honor of summer, here are some
of the recipes taught to the “Biggest
Loser Pinoy Edition Doubles” (BLPE)
contestants by food coach Nadine
Tengco, a US-certified fitness
nutritionist-chef and weight
loss consultant. BLPE airs
Monday to Saturday nights on
ABS-CBN.

Lopezlink April 2014
A report on abs-cbnnews.com
says temperatures this summer
could soar as high as 37 degrees
Celsius in Manila and 40 degrees
Celsius in Tuguegarao, Cagayan.
To put that in perspective, last
year the highest recorded temperature in Cagayan’s capital,
traditionally the hottest place in
the Philippines, was 37 degrees.
Whew!
This heat, coupled with the
construction projects around the
metro that exacerbate the traffic situation, makes hibernating
at home an enticing prospect.
That’s why this would be a good
time to check out SKYcable, the
country’s leading digital cable TV provider and our cover feature
for the month. Find out why signing up for SKY is a ticket to
“wow at saya,” summer break or not.
Also heralding the arrival of summer of 2014 is the newly
released ABS-CBN station ID (SID). Themed “PINASmile,” the
SID shines a spotlight on the “unique and infectious smiles of
Pinoys,” made more precious and meaningful in the wake of the
great tragedy wrought by typhoon Yolanda.
If you want to see our traditional fiestas and festivals up close
and personal—some of the most colorful ones are held during
the summer—why not go the choosephilippines.com route and
cherry-pick among our 80-odd provinces, or 7,107 islands, if
you want a wider selection.
Take it from someone who has seen more than 80 summers
in his lifetime. Chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez (OML),
who celebrates his birthday on April 19, also prescribes taking
lots of pictures and making albums upon albums of memories.
“See how your children have fun as they grow before your
eyes. And when you get to be 80, I tell you these memories will
keep you going as you look back and see how blessed you had
been, how good life had been to you,” OML said in his newest
email to employees.

Skinless Longganisa

Ingredients: 150 g ground
chicken breast; 75 g ground
pork (pigue); 2 tsp homemade
browning sauce; 2 large cloves
garlic, chopped; 1/8 tsp salt; 1/8 tsp
black pepper; and 1 tbsp canola oil for
pan frying
Homemade Browning Sauce
2 tbsp Datu Puti Lite soy sauce; 1 tbsp
vinegar; 1/4 tsp McCormick garlic powder; 1/4 tsp McCormick onion powder; and 1 tbsp coco sugar
Procedure:
1. Combine homemade browning sauce ingredients in a bowl
and set aside.
2. Combine all ingredients for the longganisa. Knead and mix
well.
3. Form sausages by using tube-shaped ice molds.
4. Freeze for at least 60 minutes before taking out of the
molds.
5. Cut wax paper, approx. 12.5-cm x 10-cm squares. Individually wrap sausages in wax paper. (Sausages may be stored in the
chiller for 1-2 days or in the freezer for one month.)
6. Pan fry sausages in nonstick pan over medium heat.

Asian Vegetable Noodles

Ingredients: 1 round carrot-squash vegetable pasta noodles (50
g); 1 round moringa-spinach vegetable pasta noodles (50 g); 50
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Dear Rosie

Power Plant Mall helps you kit yourself out for your grand summer getaway—check out our must-haves as prepared by the Power
Plant team. For those in need of a little “streamlining,” the coaches
from ABS-CBN’s “Biggest Loser Pinoy Edition” might be able to
help; turn to our Wellness and Eats pages. Or you could sign up for
DZMM’s “Tulong Na, Tabang Na, Tayo Na, Takbo Na” happening
early next month! Details are also on page 10.
Early last month, Ambassador Manuel M. Lopez (AMML)
led the unveiling of a marker at the Philippine embassy in Tokyo,
successfully capping off a protracted tug-of-war for the fate of the
historic property. The Kudan, as the embassy is called, is “the crown
jewel of the Philippine foreign service” that must be preserved,
AMML stressed during the unveiling. Congratulations to AMML
and the rest of Philippine embassy team!
ooOoo
Galing ng pagkakagawa ng bagong ABS-CBN summer station
ID! Puwede na siya maging campaign material ng DOT. Lakas
maka-good vibes at na-showcase ang ganda ng Pilipinas!—Condy
ooOoo
I’m happy your Lopez Values contests are more frequent these
past few months, and also somewhat easier. Keep it up!—She
Thanks for the feedback. We have more fun contests in the pipeline, so keep on joining!
ooOoo
Happy birthday to our chairman emeritus OML!—Jun S.
If you have questions, comments, opinions, suggestions and reactions about anything and everything about the Lopez Group,
please send them to Dear Rosie through email DearRosie@
benpres-holdings.com or lopezlink@gmail.com or be a friend or
fan on Facebook.

Eat like a ‘loser’
g carrot ribbons; 50 g zucchini ribbons; 4 pcs fresh shiitake
mushrooms, finely sliced; 70 g green peas; 10 g green onions,
thinly sliced; 60 g red bell pepper, sliced into thin strips; 1 tsp
canola oil; and salt and pepper
Dressing
Ingredients: 1 tbsp rice or coco vinegar; 1 tbsp canola oil; 1
tbsp sesame oil; 1 tbsp brewed tea; 2 tbsp honey or coco nectar; 2 tbsp Datu Puti Lite soy sauce; and 1/2 tsp ginger root,
grated
Procedure:
1. Combine all ingredients for dressing together in a blender.
Blend until smooth. Set aside.
2. Using a vegetable peeler, carefully slice thin strips from the
carrot and from the zucchini to form ribbons.
3. Cook noodles in a pot. Bring water to a full, rolling boil. Add
noodles and stir gently. Leave pot uncovered and cook for 2-3
minutes. Check for doneness. Drain and let cool.
4. Heat oil in a nonstick wok pan. Stir fry the carrot ribbons and
shiitake mushrooms for one minute.
5. Add the zucchini and peas. Stir fry around half a minute.
Season with salt and pepper.
6. Turn off heat and add green onions and bell pepper.
7. In a large bowl, combine noodles and vegetables.
8. Pour dressing over salad and toss to mix well.
9. Serve with tuna cakes.

BLPE Asian Tuna Cakes

Ingredients: 1 can red-label Century Tuna chunks in water;

1 omega-3 enriched egg; 1 pack whole wheat crackers, crushed
(Rebisco); 1 tbsp green onions, chopped; 1 tbsp cilantro,
chopped; 1 tbsp fresh lime juice; 2 tsp Datu Puti Lite soy sauce;
1/4 tsp sesame oil; and black pepper to taste
Procedure:
1. In a medium bowl, combine all ingredients together.
2. Cover and chill for 30 minutes before molding into patties.
3. Spray nonstick skillet with cooking spray and place over medium heat. When the skillet is hot, add patties and cook for 4-5
minutes on each side or until lightly browned.

Ginger Fish Packet

Ingredients: 8.8 oz white fish fillet; 1 1/2 tbsp vinegar; 1 tsp
sesame oil; 1 1/2 tbsp Datu Puti Lite soy sauce; 2 tbsp ginger,
chopped; 1 tsp garlic, chopped; 1/2 c leeks; 1/4 c tomato, sliced
thinly into rounds; 1/4 c sayote, sliced thinly into rounds; and 2/3
c carrots, sliced thinly into rounds
Procedure:
1. Blend together the vinegar, soy sauce, sesame oil, onion, ginger and garlic. Set aside.
2. Mix the fish and vegetables and toss in the dressing until
evenly coated. Divide into two equal portions.
3. Put a portion of the fish and vegetables mix in the center of
each of the two 12”x18” sheets of aluminium foil. Fold the foil
over the fish, crimping the edges as tightly as possible.
4. Steam in a double boiler or steamer for 25-30 minutes.
5. Let sit for a few minutes before cutting open. Serve with
lemon juice.
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What’s new

By Cherry Pineda

from ABS-CBN Publishing this April

Get
gorgeous
with ‘Metro’!

Heart Evangelista, who
wears pieces from Gucci’s
Spring/Summer 2014 collection on the cover of Metro’s Ultimate Swimsuit and
Summer Beauty Issue, opens up about her colorful showbiz journey. Also, indulge in the most comprehensive
Metro Beauty Awards Special to date, featuring 25 of the
best products in the market. To complete your summer
checklist, take your pick from our swimwear options for
every size and body type.

An epic ‘Chalk’ summer

Julia Montes shares how she landed on the most celebrated teleseryes. Joining her on the cover are Randy See,
Miko Raval and Raphael Robes, three of our 10 Boys of
Summer for 2014—first batch! And what’s summer without the hottest bikinis, accessories and skincare products?
Let our fashion and beauty editorial, “One Epic Summer,”
give you an idea!

‘StarStudio’: Starry, starry
travels

Enrique Gil, Kathryn Bernardo and Daniel Padilla share
their travel stories and tips in StarStudio’s Summer Issue,
which also coincides with its 14th anniversary. In the “On
the Move” special, they join other stars, like Anne Curtis,
JC de Vera and Meg Imperial, as they reveal their travel
memories and exclusive photos.

Rockwell Power Plant Finds

Cool mamas in ‘Working
Mom’

Make the most of summer with our 150+ ideas—from
boredom busters, “hot” reading list, fashion and beauty essentials, artisanal ice creams to tips on making your home
cool and comfy. Be inspired by the stories of our cool mamas—a tattoo artist, club DJs, pole dance instructor and
cartoon voice actor. On the cover are Ruffa Gutierrez and
her daughters Lorin and Venice.

Fun in the sun
with ‘Barbie’

Playing in the sun and sand has never been
this fun. Don’t forget anything on your
beach checklist—Barbie swimwear, beach
robe, sunglasses, sun block, water and flipflops. Plus, join Barbie on a beach bike ride and have fun doing “A Mermaid Tale” activities! Excited for the Easter egg
hunt? Read the first part of “An Egg-celent Easter” story!
Get the newest issues of your favorite magazines at leading
bookstores and magazine stands nationwide. To download, users on Android devices must download the Zinio app from the
Android Market. The app is also available through the iPad
App Store. PC and Mac users can access Zinio at zinio.com.

Go out and play!
By RJ Santillan III

BE it hanging out with friends, going on a road trip or just getting
some well-deserved alone time, summer is the season to have some
fun. Power Plant Mall has just the stuff you need to make this your
own happy summer.

Sizzling swimwear

Strip down to the basics and show off that beach bod—board
shorts and bikinis are all you need! Bring your summer essentials in
style with I Love Koi tote bags while you flaunt your stuff with the
swimwear selections for guys and gals at Stoked Inc.
If you’re going for a more covered look, a summer top from Topshop will do the trick with added flair from an Aldo fedora, while
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guys can get summer cool with
Topman or
Original
Pe n g u i n .
All eyes
will be
on you
with these
summer fashion
must-haves! I
Love Koi is located at Archeology; Stoked
Inc., Dorothy
Perkins, Topshop/Topman
and Original
Penguin are at
the R2 Level.

Freshest
faces

Look your
coolest under
the scorching heat with
these refreshing
sum-

mer items. Get ready with Juice
Beauty’s SPF 30 Sport Moisturizer for a healthy summer face
and My Amazing Blow Dry Secret to keep that hair calm with
proper moisture. Both are found
at Beauty Bar at the R1 Level.
For the guys, bring Clarins Paris’ Clarins Men
UV Protection Cream and Clinique’s SPF 30 Body
Cream to stop unwanted sun rays and continue the
fun throughout the day. Both are found at Essenses
at the R1 Level.

Playtime perfect

Make the best out of these days with Barnyard Bash: A 100% Rockwell Easter! We
also have some exciting surprises coming
up for the family at the North Court and
South Court. It’s everyone’s special day
this summer as we bring you the best of
family fun under the sun.

